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It is well known that the finite and complex open loop gain nature of the op-amp degrades significantly the
performance of the inverting voltage controlled voltage sources (VCVS) employing them.*” Wilson’ has
proposed a passive compensation method for the inverting VCVS using two compensating capacitors.
Recently3 it has been found that the addition of only one compensating capacitor instead of two results in
less phase and magnitude errors than in Wilson’s compensation.’ The compensation of an m input inverting
weighted summer using the recently proposed method by the authors3 requires m capacitors.
The purpose of this contribution is to introduce a novel passive compensation method for the inverting
weighted summer which requires only a single capacitor, regardless of the number of input ports. Moreover,
the new compensation circuit has smaller phase and magnitude errors than those obtained using other
passive compensation methods.
Figure 1represents the new passive compensated inverting weighted summer. Compensation is achieved
here by using two passive circuit components, a capacitor C and a resistor r. Let the open loop gain of the
op-amp be represented in the form
Wt

A ( s )=-

S

where utis the unity gain bandwidth of the op-amp. By direct analysis of the circuit in Figure 1 , the output
voltage V, is obtained as

f

V o = - R f [i = l ~

] B ( s )

where
&(S)

q-=-

=

1 + sCr
l+s(r-KCr)+s’rCr

( K + 1)
Wt

B (s)

is the remaining error function of the compensated circuit.
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Figure 1. The proposed passive compensated inverting weighted summer

"-

From equation (3) it is seen that in order to reduce the phase error to a negligible level, the time constant
Cr should be chosen such that
C r = - - -7

1

( K + 1)- W ,

In this case the erroi function becomes

where

F ~ ( s is
) the remaining error function of the phase compensated inverting structure. Its phase and magnitude
are expressed as

From the above expressions it is seen that the phase error is equal to -(w/-wJ3(K+ 1) and the magnitude
error is equal to (-w/-wJ2(K
+ 1). These errors are smaller than the errors obtained using other passive
as seen from Table 1.
compensation
As a matter of fact the useful extended frequency range obtained using this new structure is comparatively dependent on the realized parameter K and the utof the used op-amp. To clarify this dependence a
set of calculated curves for the phase and the magnitude of E I ( S ) plotted versus ( w / w t ) with K taken as a
parameter are shown in Figure 2. It is seen that the useful frequency range is reduced as K takes higher
values. It is also noted that outside the frequency range of interest E I ( s ) has a bandpass response with a
quality factor of J ( K + I).
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Table 1. Approximate phase and magnitude errors obtained using different methods of passive compensation for the
inverting VCVS, where r = ( K + l)/ot,rs = K / w t , rI = l/o, and o r << 1
Condition
for phase
compensation

Approximate
phase
error

Error function
E(S)

Approximate
magnitude
error

1

The uncompensated
inverting VCVS

EO(S)

=l+ST

Wilson's' compensated
VCVS

CR = 7

Ewb) =

1+sr
1+ sr + s2r2
K
K+l

So~irnan-Ismail~
compensated VCVS
New proposed
compensated VCVS

-

Cr = r1

1

K
K+l

~ 0 3 r 3 . -.

( K + 1)'

w2r2

(K + 1)

A phase compensated inverting VCVS can be obtained as a special case from the circuit in Figure 1 by
taking R Z ,R 3 , .. . , and R , as open circuited. In this case the resulting transfer function is

where K

= Rf/R1 is

the ideal gain factor.
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Figure 2. Magnitude and phase of

EI(S)

versus ( w / w ~with
)
K taken as a parameter

t
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Figure 3. The improved Sallen-Key lowpass filter using the compensated inverting VCVS

As an application of the proposed passive phase compensated inverting VCVS, consider the well-known
Sallen-Key second-order lowpass filter4 which employs a single op-amp arranged to realize an inverting
VCVS. The filter has been built in the laboratory (designed for a pole Q of 1.562 and a natural frequencyfo
of 6.983 kHz). First the magnitude frequency response of the filter with the ordinary uncompensated
inverting VCVS has been measured. Then the magnitude frequency response of the filter with the
compensated inverting VCVS as shown in Figure 3 has also been measured. Figure 4 shows plots for the
uncompensated, the compensated and the theoretical responses. Close agreement is clearly observed
between the compensated and the theoretical responses. O n the other hand, the uncompensated response is
entirely shifted from the theoretical one.

Figure 4. Magnitude vs. frequency response of the uncompensated and the compensated Sallen-Key lowpass filters
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For carrying out the experiment above, the following components have been used:
*15 V op-amp type ML 741 having a measured unity gain bandwidth of f t = 700 kHz, Rf= 56 kR,
R = R 1 = 1 kR, C1=C 2 = 178 nF.
The compensating components used are r = 68 s1 and C = 3.3 nF.
Five per cent capacitors and precise resistors have been used. Thus the errors due to passive component
tolerances are quite small.
The experiment has been repeated with the filter designed at a higher value of natural frequency
f o = 18.279 kHz by using a value of C1= C2= 68 nF. Figure 4 shows plots for the compensated and the
theoretical responses. In this case it has been observed experimentally that the filter with the ordinary
uncompensated VCVS introduces oscillations with large amplitudes at a frequency near f o .
It is worth noting that the above design is directed towards the compensation of the phase error (which is
of a first-order magnitude equal to --WT for the uncompensated VCVS). The compensated structure
proposed, however, is very general and may realize different responses by proper choice of the time
constant Cr. For example a maximally flat magnitude response may be obtained by choosing
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SUMMARY
This paper presents a new method for calculating a rational transfer function matrix using a Walsh expansion of the
impulse response matrix. The algorithm proposed appears to be computationally convenient owing to certain
properties of the Walsh functions. An example is given to illustrate the method.

INTRODUCTION
One particular form of the problem of determining a mathematical model of a system is one in which the
information given about the system is its impulse response curve and the mathematical model sought is its
transfer function. This problem has been considered in the past by Kukk’ for single-input single-output
systems using Laguerre series.
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